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1.1 An Introduction to the Principles of Fuel Cells

Fuel cells have been under development for more than 180 years since its
discovery in the early nineteenth century. Several types of fuel cells have resulted
from extensive research and development work, but only two types have reached
a stage of commercialization. One is the polymer electrolyte membrane fuel
cell (PEMFC) and the other is the solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC). It is a generally
accepted opinion that the former is better applicable for transportation and the
latter for stationary power applications. This book focuses on SOFCs ranging
from traditional electrolyte-based to electrolyte-free or non-electrolyte-based
devices. The focus of contents will be on materials and technologies.

Going back to the history of fuel cells, the first major step in development was
the discovery of the water electrolysis to split water into hydrogen and oxygen
using electricity at the beginning of the nineteenth century. Electrolysis is actu-
ally a reverse process to the fuel cell. The fuel cell principle was discovered by
Humphry Davy in the early nineteenth century, which was followed by the pio-
neering work by Christian Friedrich Schönbein and Sir William Grove in 1838,
who realized the fuel cell concept by inventing the “gas voltaic battery.” In Grove’s
series of experiments on a gas battery in 1838/1839, an electric current could be
produced from an electrochemical reaction between hydrogen and oxygen over
a catalyst electrode couple [1]. Figure 1.1 shows the first laboratory prototype
device using iron and copper sheets as hydrogen and oxygen redox electrodes
(anode and cathode), and a solution of sulfate of copper and dilute acid as the
electrolyte. This is very similar to a phosphoric acid fuel cell.

The term fuel cell appeared in literature first in 1889, when researchers devel-
oped coal gas, also referred to fuel gas, and coal directly as a fuel to generate
electricity. Thus Grove’s gas battery was naturally named as “fuel battery” and
then “fuel cell.” The fuel cell (FC) is more suitable to present Grove’s invention,
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Figure 1.1 Sketch of William
Grove’s 1839 fuel cell, Grove’s
1839 gas voltaic battery
diagram. Source: Grove 1839
[1]. Reproduced with
permission of Taylor &
Francis.

which also indicates its clear difference from battery energy storage due to the
nature of conversion. Shortly since demonstrated in 1839 by Sir Grove, all FCs
have been constructed with three functional components: anode, electrolyte, and
cathode, together called the membrane electrode assembly (MEA). In all current
FC technologies, the electrolyte has to be dense to prevent gas permeability [2].
The anode and cathode need hydrogen and oxygen catalysts and sufficient ionic
and electronic conductivity to create fuel (e.g. H2) oxidation and oxidant (e.g.
O2) reduction processes. H+ or O2− ions are subsequently transported through
the electrolyte to convert the fuel’s chemical energy into electricity, as shown in
Figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.2 Classical five types of electrolyte-based devices in fuel cell family.
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The three-component MEA technology requires a complex FC structure and
technology as all components have to be stable and compatible. The interfaces
between electrolyte and anode and cathode, respectively, contribute to major
polarization losses [3], while the FC delivers power, and a complex technology
leads to high costs as well, delaying FC commercialization. Among the three com-
ponents, the electrolyte is the key [4]. It is often called as a membrane because
a fuel cell device is an assembly based on the electrolyte membrane, which acts
as the separator between the anode and cathode to block electronic conduction
to avoid electron short-circuiting problem. Therefore, the electrolyte is the pure
ionic conductor, and any electronic conduction can make electrochemical leak-
age leading to losses in the device voltage and power output. On the other hand,
the electrolyte must transportions to support the fuel cell redox reactions, i.e.
hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR) and oxygen reduction reaction (ORR).

Several types of FCs have been developed based on the type of electrolytes,
such as PEMFC based on H+ transport in a polymer electrolyte, AFC (alkaline
fuel cell), OH− ions in a solution, PAFC (phosphoric acid fuel cell) with H+ in
phosphoric acid, MCFC (molten carbonate fuel cell) with CO=

3 in molten car-
bonates, and SOFC with O2− in ceramic oxides [4, 5]. The electrolyte type and its
electrical properties determine which type of FC technologies and final system
can be used and which energy conversion efficiency can be realized at a certain
temperature. Figure 1.2 shows these five types of classical fuel cells classified by
the electrolyte used.

PAFC, MCFC, and AFC have been used in different special applications: e.g.
kW-sized AFC was used in Apollo’s moon landing program in the 1960s and
1970s with success to produce both power and water. PAFC and MCFC were pre-
commercialized in the late 1980s, and there are still ongoing MCFC commercial
demonstration plants, but these technologies never reached the scale of commer-
cialization. Only PEMFC and SOFC are left pushing toward commercialization.

1.2 Materials and Technologies

SOFC research and development are dominated by the yttria-stabilized zirconia
(YSZ) electrolyte. In 1899 Nernst first discovered that YSZ could reach oxide ion
conduction at around 1000 ∘C (0.1 S cm−1). Today, the YSZ is still the choice of the
electrolyte material for high-temperature SOFC. A temperature of 800–1000 ∘C
is typically needed for the YSZ electrolyte in order to obtain a sufficiently high
ionic conductivity [6, 7], which puts major constraints to the choice of construc-
tion materials and has resulted in high costs, thus slowing the commercialization
for the last decades. There has been much effort to develop alternative electrolyte
materials for SOFCs to lower the operating temperature [4, 8, 9]. Examples are
fluorite-structured ion-doped ceria [10], perovskite-type oxides [11], O2− con-
ducting oxides [12], and proton conducting ceramics [13] as well as other com-
plex materials such as La2Mo2O9 [14], BaIn-based oxides [15], and apatite-type
oxides [16]. Goodenough proposed that SOFC should be developed toward lower
enough temperatures to make it technically useful [17]. His approach was to
develop oxide ion conductors by design from structures based on discovered
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Figure 1.3 Goodenough proposed oxide ion conductor by design: a structural method by
cation doping to create oxygen vacancy. Source: Reproduced with permission from
Goodenough [17]. Copyright 2000, Springer Nature.

materials. For example, the YSZ fluorite structure is presented in Figure 1.3. By
using a lower valency cation, e.g. 2+ or 3+, to replace higher valent Zr4+, some
oxygen vacancy must be produced in order to maintain the electrical neutrality
in the crystal. In most cases, trivalent Y3+ is chosen to replace tetravalent ions,
Zr4+, to create the oxygen vacancy so that O2− can move through vacancies in
the Y-doped zirconia structure.

However, this approach is constrained by the structure and the objective has
not yet been realized (to be discussed later). Using modern thin film technologies
to reduce the thickness of the YSZ electrolyte from millimeter to meter, to even
nanometer level, the electrolyte resistance and the operational temperature
could be reduced. Following this, strong development efforts have been made on
employing various advanced thin film technologies such as sputtering, atomic
layer deposition (ALD), molecular extension growth, laser deposition, spark
plasma sintering, and in situ surface nanoparticle exsolution methods, to fabri-
cate thin film YSZ-based electrolyte. For example, Kosacki prepared a thin (down
to 15 nm) film with highly textured YSZ membrane through PLD (plasma layer
deposition) [18]. Surprisingly, the conductivities could be significantly enhanced
to 0.6 S cm−1 at 800 ∘C with significant low activation energy (Ea) of 0.45 eV. This
conductivity is about one order of magnitude higher than that of a conventional
YSZ at this temperature. The bulk YSZ reaches 0.1 S cm−1 at around 1000 ∘C
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Figure 1.4 Schematics of the fabrication process of micro-SOFC supported on LSTN–YSZ/STS
substrate. (a) Tape casting. (b) Lamination. (c) Fired substrate in H2. (d) MEA deposition. (e)
Current collector deposition. (f ) Micro-SOFC. Source: Kim et al. 2016 [21]. Reproduced with
permission of Springer Nature.

and activation energy is around 1.0 eV. The first development of micro-SOFCs
(μSOFCs) using the thin film YSZ membranes of 50–150 nm thicknesses was
successfully fabricated using sputtering technology with the Pt electrode. The
device delivered 60 and 130 mW cm−2 at 350 and 400 ∘C, respectively [19]. The
pinhole-free, composition-controllable, and conformable electrolyte membranes
were fabricated by ALD technology [20]; the device operational temperature
was further reduced to 265 ∘C while maintaining sufficient performance. These
pioneering studies have in turn stimulated extensive research on nanofilms
for μSOFCs, both from fundamental and applied perspectives. Kim et al. [21]
reported some details on μSOFC fabrication by PLD (see Figure 1.4); achieving
decent performance, the peak power density was 235, 370, and 560 mW cm−2 at
450, 500, and 550 ∘C. Figure 1.5 displays its microstructure with a cross-sectional
view of the dense YSZ around 1.5 nm in thickness.

With low temperature (LT) <600 ∘C SOFC developments in addition to
reducing electrolyte resistance by thin film technologies, another critical issue
arises involving insufficient kinetic process and catalyst function leading to espe-
cially slower ORR for the cathode reaction and power output. This is actually
a limiting factor to determine the device performance and efficiency for low
temperature operations. To overcome the sluggish kinetics from the electrodes,
especially to minimize the cathodic polarization loss and enhance the ORR,
to enable the device sufficient efficiency and power output, most research and
development have been focused on new functional cathode materials together
with microstructure controlling in the device fabrications. Various effects on
the microstructure include the composition, particle and pore sizes and their
distributions, particle connections, porosity, tortuosity, specific surface area,
ionic and electronic conductivities, electrode thickness, and interfacial bonding,
which are noted for research and development of a new cathode material,
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Figure 1.5 Image of micro-SOFC. (a) Schematic of a thin film MEA supported on porous STS
substrate. (b) Photograph of a cell. A logo is a trademark of Pohang University of Science and
Technology (POSTECH) and is protected by copyright; it is used in this figure with permission.
Cross-sectional SEM image of (c) Pt/LSC/YSZ (Inset: magnified view of Pt/LSC), (d)
YSZ/Ni-YSZ/LSTN-YSZ, and (e) LSTN-YSZ contact layer. Source: Kim et al. 2016 [21]. Reproduced
with permission of Springer Nature.

especially below 600 ∘C [22, 23]. Perovskite-structured oxides, ABO3, as shown
in Figure 1.6, have been used successfully [24]. La(Mn/Co)O3 based on A-site
and B-site doping by rare earth, alkaline earth, and transition elements are
successful examples of high performance, more durable and comparable with
other SOFC device components.

A-cations are located in every hole, which is created by eight BO6 octahedra,
as shown in Figure 1.6, thus having a 12-fold coordinate site, and the B-cations
in 6-fold oxygen coordination. There are many ABO3 compounds for which
the ideal cubic structure is distorted to a lower symmetry (e.g. tetragonal,
orthorhombic, etc.). Oxygen vacancies can be created by ionic doping within
the perovskite structure, similar with fluorite structure. Ion doping effect
can create an impact on both electron and ion transport. One of the best
perovskite cathodes for low-temperature solid oxide fuel cells (LTSOFCs) is
Ba0.2Sr0.8Co0.6Fe0.4O3 [25]; its electronic and oxygen ionic conductivities at
600 ∘C are 200 and 0.1 S cm−1, respectively.
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Figure 1.6 Perovskite structure oxides for functional LTSOFC cathode catalyst material. In
ABO3, there are (a) corner-sharing (BO6) octahedra with A ions located in 12-coordinated
interstices and (b) B-site cation at the center of the cell. Source: Kan et al. 2016 [24].
Reproduced with permission of Royal Society of Chemistry.

Other types of perovskite structure oxides have been also developed for
LTSOFCs. A typical example is double perovskites, Sr2FeMoO6 (SFM) [26],
because the unit cell is twice that of perovskite. It has the same architecture
of 12-coordinate A sites and 6-coordinate B sites, but two cations are ordered
on the B site. In the case of Sr2FeMoO6, the Fe and Mo atoms are ordered in
a 3D chessboard-type fashion. Also, the ratio between Fe and Mo can make a
significant effect on electrical and catalyst functions. Typically, Sr2Fe1.5Mo0.5O6−𝛿
(SF1.5M0.5) has been reported for remarkable electrical conductivity of 550 S cm−1

in air and 310 S cm−1 in hydrogen at 780 ∘C, as one of the best redox stable
electrodes for LTSOFCs; this makes it available for both anode and cathode
materials in SOFCs. In the case of SFM0.5 as the anode and cathode to construct
a symmetrical SOFC, the device has achieved a peak power density of over
835 mW cm−2 at 900 ∘C using H2 as fuel and ambient air as the oxidant [26].

The SFM shows also a good catalyst for oxidation of hydrocarbon fuel opera-
tion, e.g. direct oxidation methanol using the SFM0.5 as the anode and perovskite
and Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3 (BSCF) as the cathode based on perovskite ionic elec-
trolyte, La0.8Sr0.2Ga0.83Mg0.17O3 to construct the all perovskite SOFC device,
in a configuration of SF1.5M0.5/La0.8Sr0.2Ga0.83Mg0.17O3(electrolyte)/BSCF. This
device obtained a maximum power density of 391 mW cm−2 at 800 ∘C [27].

In addition to perovskite cathodes, other transition metal oxides are also effi-
cient for low temperature operations, typically nickel oxide, iron oxide, cobalt
oxide and their composites, or lithiated oxides, such as lithiated or Li compound
layer structure oxides, such as LixM (M=Ni, Fe, Co)O2. These oxides have shown
much effective catalyst functions due to its great proton conductivity, so far the
best of proton ceramic materials, 0.1 S cm−1 at 500 ∘C [28], and other unique
advantages, e.g. triple charge carriers of H+, O2− and e− as shown in Figures 1.7
and 1.8 [29, 30].
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Figure 1.7 Layer structure reported having the highest proton conductivity 0.1 S cm−1 at
500 ∘C. Source: Reproduced with permission from Lan and Tao [28]. Copyright 2014, John
Wiley & Sons.
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Figure 1.8 Triple charge transfer in LTSOFC cathode and schematic illustrations of the oxygen
reduction and water generation pathways in various cathodes: (a) pure electronic conductor;
(b) mixed O2−/e− conductor (mixed electronic and ionic conductor [MIEC], left) and MIEC
composited with H+ conducting oxide (right); (c) mixed H+ and e conductor (mixed proton
and electron conductor [MPEC]) and (d) triple-conducting (H+/O2−/e−) oxides. Source:
Reproduced with permission from Fan and Su [29]. Copyright 2016, Elsevier.

Figure 1.8 displays the layer structure of LiNi0.8Co0.2O2 with a triple
(H+/O2−/e−) conducting catalyst material. The triple charge conducting material
can speed up the cathodic ORR process, to reduce significantly the cathodic
polarization, thus enhancing the device performance.

1.3 New Electrolyte Developments on LTSOFC

As proposed by Goodenough, new materials need to be developed to replace
YSZ [19] to make SOFC operational at low enough temperatures. This means
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Figure 1.9 Temperature dependence of conductivities for various oxide electrolytes from
High-Temperature Solid Oxide Fuel Cells: Fundamentals, Design, and Applications by S.C. Singhal
and K. Kendall (Eds.). Publisher: Elsevier Science (2004). Source: Reproduced with permission
from Singhal and Kendall [31]. Copyright 2003, Elsevier.

that alternative electrolytes should be designed for low temperatures; commonly
accepted temperature is below 600 ∘C for LTSOFC. Therefore, new electrolyte
materials should reach an ionic conductivity of 0.1 S cm−1

< 600 ∘C. Following
this direction, worldwide LTSOFC movement has been conducted to look for
new electrolyte materials. However, no alternative to be good enough to compete
with YSZ on overall requests has not yet been found. Figure 1.9 displays some of
the new electrolyte materials developed in this line.

It can be seen from Figure 1.9 that almost no alternative oxide electrolyte mate-
rials can reach 0.1 S cm−1 below 600 ∘C. Though Bi2O2–Y2O3 is used at this level,
it could not be used for SOFCs due to its direct reduction to Bi metal in fuel cell
operation, thus the loss of the ionic conduction. Another approach to develop
new electrolyte materials based on surface and interfacial ionic conduction is
also published in Nature in the same year of Goodenough’ structural doping [32].
To obtain the interfacial high ionic conductivity, nano and composite, so-called
nanocomposite, approach has been demonstrated to be more effective. A very
successful case may be exampled by ceria-based two-phase composite materials
[33–36]. Such materials have been found very functional for LTSOFCs between
300 and 600 ∘C. Figure 1.10 presents a schematic drawing for such a methodology.

Figure 1.10 Combining nano and
composite approach to develop effective
new functional electrolyte materials for
LTSOFC.

Nano Composite

Nanocomposite
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On one hand, nanotechnology can create high surface area and active sites
with defects for high ionic transportation thus to enhance the ionic conductivity;
on the other hand, the composite approach can enhance the nanomaterial
stability and further enhance the ionic conduction by the interfacial mechanism.
Therefore, the nanocomposite approach can be very effective to develop high
ionic conductors for LTSOFC electrolyte demands. Ceria has a stable fluorite
structure as YSZ by Ce to replace Zr with a wider range of dopants than that
in zirconia. Using rare earth element doping, e.g. samarium, gadolinium, and
yttrium, doped CeO2 have high expectation to replace YSZ because its O2−

conductivity can reach the same level, 0.1 S cm−1 at 800 ∘C, i.e. 200 ∘C lower
than that of YSZ. However, except good ionic conductivity at a lower temper-
ature, many other aspects are not as good as with YSZ. For example, in fuel
cell-reduced atmosphere, Ce4+ can be reduced to Ce3+, which results in direct
electronic conduction and short-circuiting problem and thus in a significant loss
in device voltage and power output; with Ce4+ to Ce3+ reduction, the big atom
volume change causes microcracking and leads to gas leakage and finally the
device invalid during the fuel cell operation. Even more, 0.1 S cm−1 can occur
only at 800 ∘C, still not sufficient for LT (<600 ∘C). These challenges have made
ceria itself not yet successful for the alternative electrolyte and SOFC tech-
nologies. To realize ceria-based electrolytes, a more effective way is to develop
ceria-based composite electrolytes [36] as illustrated in Figure 1.10, which have
been extensively investigated and demonstrated by excellent performances for
SOFCs at LTs. Among various ceria-based composite materials, ceria–carbonate
two-phase composites have been most widely investigated as new electrolytes
with successful applications in LT, 300–600 ∘C SOFCs [33–37]. Hybrid proton
and oxygen ionic conduction and even triple ions (H+/O2−/CO=

3 ) transport
processes have been studied and reported with excellent fuel cell performances
[36, 38–41].

Figures 1.11 and 1.12 present hybrid and triple ion transport fuel cell devices
based on ceria–carbonate composite electrolytes.

O2–

H+

Figure 1.11 Hybrid H+/O2− conduction in the ceria-based composite electrolyte. Source: Zhu
2006 [36]. http://www.electrochemsci.org/ESG.htm. Licensed Under CC BY 4.0.
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Figure 1.12 Triple ion transport mechanism in the ceria–carbonate composite electrolyte.
Source: Reproduced with permission from Xia et al. [39]. Copyright 2009, Elsevier.

The O2− conduction in ceria phase is determined by the oxygen ion vacancies
(a mechanism) in the ceria lattice; H+ conduction may be produced by
the formation of bonding with the carbonate through temporal bonding,
H+–CO3 = (HCO−

3 ) mechanism. Both H+ and O2− conduction can be integrated
into one composite to enhance the system conductivity based on the composite
effect. This effect concerns the ion conduction at interfaces, or interfacial
conduction, as the key. Figure 1.11 presents a schematic for such hybrid proton
and oxygen ion conduction model and depicts also the hybrid/dual H+/O2−

conduction routes and the conducting chain: H⋅⋅⋅O–H, H–O–H and O–H⋅⋅⋅O
atoms/ions. This refers to an interfacial conducting path/mechanism for the H+

(marked by two small bolls/dots in Figure 1.11) and O2− (larger boll).
In Figure 1.12, a triple ion transport mechanism has been proposed by Xia et al.

[39]. They introduced some CO2 in the ceria–carbonate electrolyte fuel cell and
operated above the carbonate melting point, achieving 1700 mW cm−2 at 650 ∘C,
the best performance of the ceria–carbonate electrolyte fuel cells. They proposed
triple-charge transport mechanism to interpret such excellent performance, pre-
sented in Figure 1.12.

Because H+ and O2− ions are fuel cell source ions, hybrid H+/O2− conduction
can enhance the device charge carrier concentration resulting in higher current
and thus power outputs. 1150 mW cm−2 has been achieved at 490 ∘C [42], while
in triple ionic process, by adding one more source ion of CO2=

3 , the fuel cell
device reached 1700 mW cm−2 at 650 ∘C. More interestingly, the ceria–carbonate
fuel cell can be developed in various electrochemical operation modes as SOFC,
MCFC, or joint SOFC/MCFC [43].

Successful hybrid ionic conducting composite electrolyte materials for
LTSOFCs may also be highlighted by heterostructure, which can be prepared by
directly using proton and oxide ion-conducting oxides in the composite. Zhu and
Schober first presented such a hybrid system based on BZY (BaZr0.8Y0.2O3−d)
proton-conducting perovskite with samarium-doped ceria (SDC), a fluorite
structure with oxide ion conductor composite. This novel composite system com-
posed of the proton and oxide ion-conducting oxides successfully demonstrated
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a fuel cell device reaching 250 mW cm−2 at 550 ∘C [44]. Following this route,
high sintering temperature at 1550 ∘C was employed for BZY/SDC composite
system, which produced a new perovskite phase of BaCe1.6Y0.2Gd0.2O4.9 (BCYG)
between SDC and BZY phases. As reported such a new phase, BCYG displayed
ionic conductivity higher than that of constituent BZY and SDC materials.
This new composite system was applied as the electrolyte for the fuel cell to
achieve 657 W cm−2 at 700 ∘C [45]. This system suggests that the BZY–SDC
two-phase composite may be transferred to three-phase by high temperature
heat treatment, while the intermediate phase formed between two constituent
phases still dominated the ionic conductivity and transport in such composite
material. But the ionic transport mechanism is not very clear to demand further
investigation. For example, either H+ or O2− or both may be transported in
this newly formed BCYG phase. The basic phenomenon still belongs to ionic
transport in the composite and heterostructure materials.

Two phases based on proton and oxide ion-conducting oxides may make
several ways for ionic transportation, H+ and O2− transport individually in
respective proton and oxide ion phases, and more significantly, superionic
conduction through interfaces between two constituent materials as ionic
highways, as shown in Figure 1.13.

In order to develop alternative YSZ electrolyte materials with sufficient ionic
(H+, O2− or hybrid) conductivities, say, 0.1 S cm−1, the nanocomposite presented
another powerful way by designing interfaces and interfacial superionic conduc-
tion between two phases of the heterostructure composite. Such an approach
called multifunctional nanocomposite for advanced fuel cells (nanocompos-
ites for advanced fuel cells [NANOCOFC], www.nanocofc.com) focusing on
advanced material and functionalities design on interfaces; see Figure 1.14. In
such composite structure, two constituent phases may have moderate ionic
conductivity, or more often with one insulating phase, e.g. an insulating oxide;

O2–

conduction

H+

conduction

Superionic

conduction

Figure 1.13 Proton, oxide ion paths in respective proton and oxide ion conducting phase and
interfacial ionic highways.
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materials.

a much high ionic conductivity with a great enhancement compared to the
constituent phase can be produced between the two-phase contacting regions,
i.e. interfaces. This is so-called interfacial superionic conductivity. It should be
pointed out that such conduction mechanism does not involve any material
structural changes, but only changes in the interface due to microstructures and
interactions between two phases.

A theoretical calculation has been carried out between ceria and carbonate
composite electrolyte indicating the existence of the interfacial ionic highways. A
model presented in Figure 1.15 based on coulombic interaction points out there
are very low activation energies for ionic transport, 0.2 eV for O2− and 0.1 eV for
H+ transport, respectively [46].

According to the Arrhenius relation, 𝜎 = 𝜎0 exp(−𝜀a/kT), the interfacial ionic
transport design is very favorable to develop superionic conductors because the
interfacial mechanism is favorable by optimizing all parameters to promote high
ionic conductivity from the following aspects:

(i) High mobile ion concentration, n (𝜎0). It is directly proportional to the ionic
conductivity value level, while at interface or particle surfaces, high defects
can be created without structural factor limitations. But in structural doping
approach, it is often a limiting factor, e.g. only 8% yttrium allowed to stabilize
cubic fluorite structure, YSZ within zirconia.

(ii) Low activation energy, 𝜀a. The ionic migration activation energy is more
effective to determine conductivity due to ionic conductivity dependence
being a reciprocally exponential function. Interfacial paths have no strong
bond energy to break in order to activate ion mobile, thus requiring much
lower activation energy compared that of the ion mobility in the structure.
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(iii) Long ionic transport path, L (𝜎0). This effect is again proportional to
conductivity. While ions transport at interfaces, one-step jump distance
is from particle to particle through surface defects. Such jumping step
length is in nanometer level for nanocomposites or even longer. But in
structure design, defects are created within the structure unit cell, which
is in angstrom level, i.e. ions jumping steps between lattice units from
cell to cell in angstrom level, even less, because based on Einstein–Nernst
equation, 1/6 probability is allowed for directional mobility driven by an
external electrical field. In this case, interfacial conduction has no such
limit because three-dimensional interfaces can be constructed on particles,
which can adjust transport paths directed by the driven field.

From the above analyses, we can see the more advanced material design on
interfacial superionic conductivity with all optimized parameters indicated by
Arrhenius relation than that of the ion-doped structural design. Such interfa-
cial approach has demonstrated a great ionic conductivity, 0.1 S cm−1 at 300 ∘C,
first reported by Wang et al. in a ceria–sodium carbonate core–shell structure
composite; see Figure 1.16 [47].

Wang et al. proposed the “Swing” model to describe proton pathway and
transport process; see Figure 1.17 for the SDC/Na2CO3 composite system. This
is essentially an interfacial conduction mechanism. Proton can transport in the
carbonate–SDC contact region, i.e. interface, through CO=

3 anion bonding to
form temporal HCO−

3 , which can be transferred through one carbonate anion to
another.

The interfacial ionic conduction mechanisms have been further investigated
by Shalima and Gulgun [48], who proposed the interfacial ion transport model
shown in Figure 1.18. Core–shell structured SDC particles are connected by car-
bonate networks.
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nanocomposite inserted by a DSC curve of as-prepared SDC/Na2CO3 sample. Source:
Reproduced with permission from Wang et al. [47]. Copyright 2008, Elsevier.

This composite approach was further extended to optimize hybrid
ionic–electronic conductivity in two-phase ceria–zirconia composite with
cobalt oxide and Na2CO3 as suitable additives [50]. Interfacial O2− conduction
was proposed through carbonate intermediate layer between YSZ particles as
shown in Figure 1.19.

Moreover, the heterostructure composite approach has been also applied to
include semiconductor with ceria ionic conductor, e.g. a p-type LiZnO2 semi-
conductor, and reduced ceria as an n-type when in the fuel cell or hydrogen
environment. In this case, a redox reaction can take place between p-LiZnO2 and
n-reduced ceria, as shown in Figure 1.20: i.e. an electron combination process
may occur. The electrons can be transferred from n-ceria particle to p-LiZnO2,
resulting in the absence of net electrons to cause electronic conduction within
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Figure 1.17 Swing model to describe proton transport through carbonate and ceria interface
from Xiaodi Wang, PhD thesis, KTH. Source: Reproduced with copyright permission.
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Figure 1.18 Ceria-carbonate
nanocomposite transport
model. Source: Reproduced
with permission from Wang
et al. [49]. Copyright 2011,
Elsevier.

this novel n–p semiconductor–ionic heterostructure. This provides a useful and
novel methodology of electrolytes–nanocomposites for net electron free through
extracting e-conduction by the n–p heterostructure to develop superionic con-
ductors.

In parallel, there have been strong research activities on semiconductor–ionic
heterostructure composites, e.g. semiconductor SrTiO3 (STO) with a fluorite
structure such as in YSZ ionic electrolyte. Several orders of the magnitude for
ionic conductivity enhancement were discovered for such semiconductor–ionic
heterostructure nanocomposite [53]. This has been debated. For example, X.
Guo in a comment on “Colossal ionic conductivity at interfaces of epitaxial
ZrO2:Y2O3/SrTiO3 heterostructures” [54] argued that the observed great
conductivity actually came from the SrTiO3 electronic conduction.
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Figure 1.20 Semiconductors
n–p heterostructure
extraction e-conduction.
Source: Fan et al. 2014 [52].
Adapted with permission of
Royal Society of Chemistry.
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Though there is a big debate that it does not affect this new discovery with
a great significance: i.e. interfaces play the key role in ionic conduction in such
ion/semiconductor ZrO2:Y2O3/SrTiO3 heterostructure composite. It has been
highly expected for YSZ/SrTiO3 heterostructure composite as a breakthrough in
the electrolyte research and development with “a profound effect on use in oxide
ion conductors for SOFCs leading to exciting new technologies” [55]. However,
the YSZ/STO has not yet been used as an alternative electrolyte to replace YSZ
though a great ionic conductivity enhancement was indeed observed than that
of YSZ. It may be due to the existence of electronic conduction from the semi-
conductor STO and electronic conduction could not be avoided as commented
by Guo. According to fuel cell science, the electrolyte should have pure ionic
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transport, any electronic conduction may cause significant losses in the device
voltage and power.

1.4 Beyond the State of the Art: The Electrolyte-Free
Fuel Cell (EFFC)

SOFC electrolytes have been developed for a long time, some alternatives have
emerged, but still the original YSZ material dominates commercial development
of SOFC. A well-justified question is if a SOFC could be realized by an alternative
way. A commonly chosen approach has been to reduce the electrolyte thickness.
Another intriguing approach may be to eliminate the traditional electrolyte
and replace it with something more innovative. The single-component/layer
fuel cells or the electrolyte-free fuel cell (EFFC) may be an example of such
development demonstrated for the first time in 2011. Zhu et al. made the first
single-component EFFC invention [56–59] shown in Figure 1.21.

This development is the major focus of Part II of this book. Recently, many pub-
lications have supported the single-component fuel cell devices using semicon-
ductors of perovskite or layer-structured transition metal oxides as the functional
layer in a single layer fuel cell configuration. The fuel cell functionality is realized
through novel semiconductor ionic materials (SIMs).

A joint effort involving 15 organizations including industries from Europe
and Asia has been initiated [60]. LiCoAlO2 [28], SmNiO3 [61], and LaSrCaTiO3
[62] semiconductor materials undergo a protonic conducting phase transition
under fuel cell operation and perform as good as a conventional electrolyte.
Being different from the conventional electrolyte design by ion substitution to
create oxygen vacancies or defects, new properties arise from strong correlations
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Figure 1.21 From electrolyte based on electrolyte layer-free fuel cell device.
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between electron and electron or electron band and ion. To develop ionic
properties through semiconductors has effectively extended the electrolyte and
electrode material selections for advanced LTSOFCs and certainly explored
the new fundamental understanding of research and development on fuel cell
materials and technologies.

Based on extensive research and development in this single-component/layer
or EFFCs, new functional materials have been discovered based on the
semiconductor or semiconductor–ionic properties. Semiconductors and
semiconductor–ionic heterostructure materials could play an important role
in advanced LTSOFCs as well as in realizing the device functions. Three cate-
gories of the semiconductor–ionic materials may be identified: (i) single-phase
semiconductors, e.g. perovskite and layered structured oxides, SmNiO3, SrTiO3,
and LiCoAlO2, LiNiFeO2, LiNiCoO2, etc (ii) semiconductor–ionic two phase
composite materials (iii) insulating type wide bandgap semiconductors. More
semiconductor oxides, e.g. ZnO, have been also discovered very lately to be
transformed to semiconductor–ionic functions. In transition metal semiconduc-
tor oxides, strong electron correlations can induce some special properties, e.g.
metal–insulation transition, i.e. Mott transition materials. SmNiO3 perovskite
is a typical example of such correlated transition of electrical conduction. Zhou
et al. [61] prepared a thin film of metal conducting SmNiO3 (SNO) with an initial
electrical conductivity of 1000 S cm−1, which can be applied as an electrolyte
in LTSOFCs below 500 ∘C (Figure 1.22). They prepared an SOFC device based
on 1.5 μm thick SNO electrolyte. With Pt electrodes, this device delivered
an open-circuit voltage (OCV) of 1.03 V and a maximum power density of
225 mW cm−2 at 500 ∘C (Figure 1.22d). They proposed a high proton-conducting
H-SNO material transformed from SNO in fuel cell operation, thus resulting in
good fuel cell performance. They also found the low ionic activation energy, Ea
for the H-SNO compared to the other best O2− and H+ conducting electrolytes,
as shown in Figure 1.22e.

The transition from the electronic conductor to extrinsic proton/ionic con-
ductor, which is also reported in other works [28, 52, 61, 63] to be promising
electrolyte materials for LT-SOFCs. These semiconductors have shown a
common property: i.e. in fuel cell operations they can experience a transi-
tion from semiconductor electronics to ionic conduction. Most commonly,
semiconductor–ionic materials are developed based on two-phase materials
consisting of one semiconductor and one ionic material, so-called semiconduc-
tor and ionic heterostructure composites. In this case, both electron and ionic
conduction may coexist in the material. Interestingly, such mixed electronic
and ionic conduction materials can replace the electrolyte to build the fuel cell
devices, so-called semiconductor–ionic membrane fuel cells (SIMFCs) [64, 65].
Though significant electronic conduction, which is often comparable to or
higher than that of the ionic one, exists in SIMFCs, no short-circuiting nor
power output loss was observed. These phenomena are obviously conflicted
with conventional SOFC science and technology. Therefore, Part II deals with
this especially unusual topic.
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from Zhou et al. [61]. Copyright 2016, Springer Nature.
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1.4.1 Fundamental Issues

In the long history of the fuel cell, fundamental understanding and scientific prin-
ciples play an important role in research and development. In the first inventions,
Grove had speculated that the action occurred in his gas battery at the point
of contact between electrode, gas, and electrolyte, but hard to be experimen-
tally proved due to experimental constraints. Later, researchers’ work on physical
properties and chemical reactions solved the puzzle of Grove’s gas battery. Any-
way, his exploration of the underlying chemistry of fuel cells laid the groundwork
for later fuel cell researchers and science fundamentals. As a fact, argument and
debate may be more important than the actual processing details. The gas battery
invented by Grove in the nineteenth century spurred research and the testing
of theories. While the understanding of the basic science improved, no practi-
cal device emerged despite several attempts. Work on the science of fuel cells
continues, but today’s work is more about developing better materials, concrete
technique details with engineering, and more efficient designs, rather than dis-
covering the basic laws and principles of science. With greater understanding of
fuel cell science came attempts to make practical fuel cells. After such a long his-
tory of the fuel cell since 1839, does this mean that we do fully understand the fuel
cell science and that the scope of improvements is limited? The answer to this is
that there is still a need for improvements and we are not yet in line with the devel-
opment work [66]. There is still a need for strong fundamental research in SOFC,
especially, when shifting to lower temperatures <600 ∘C, and a new fundamental
issue arise to overcome the sluggish electrode reaction at these temperatures.

Typically, cathode ORR process is a determining factor to develop high perfor-
mance at low temperatures. Tailoring microstructures can significantly improve
the SOFC cathodic performance, thus device power output [67]; this involves
improvement of electron and ion pathways and triple-phase boundaries (TPB)
and speed up the ORR dynamic process. The TPB is important because it is
where electrons, ions, and reactants meet and electrochemical reactions occur.
It is very similar to that suggested by Grove in his gas battery (fuel cell) that the
action occurred at the point of contact between electrode, gas, and electrolyte.
Figure 1.23 displays tailoring of the cathodic microstructure by introduction of
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Figure 1.23 Loading suitable metal (Cu) promoter can enhance TPB and surface oxygen
vacancies and enhance more oxygen paths ways to enter the cathode, thus improving the
ORR process and enhancing the device performance. Source: Guo et al. 2015 [68].
https://www.mdpi.com/2073-4344/5/1/366. Licensed under CC BY 4.0.
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low-cost transition metal promoters, e.g. Cu, Ni, and Co. But the mechanism
of metal promotion has not been fully understood, so both positive and nega-
tive promotion factors exist in literature. The loading level of transitional metal
oxides has an optimum above which the interfacial oxygen transfer can be nega-
tively influenced as the promoting nanoparticles start to obstruct the interaction
sites of interfacial O with the cathode surface oxygen vacancies [68, 69].

A suitable loading of metal Cu can promote the interfacial oxygen transfer,
which also enhanced TPB sites to increase O2− entering the cathode and thus
speed up the ORR and fuel cell performance. Otherwise, overloading or insuffi-
cient loading of Cu promoter can all make a negative effect on the device perfor-
mance.

To further improve device performance to overcome critical polarization
losses at the electrode side of the electrode/electrolyte interface, online redox
electrode process was also proposed. Online redox process takes advantage
from reduced nanometal particles, typically, Ni from nickel oxide electrodes.
The fresh nanoparticles formed from the fuel cell on-site operation can possess
high catalyst function, to speed up electrode redox reactions, HOR, and ORR in
anode and cathode, thus significantly enhancing the fuel cell performance.

In addition, to explore SOFC multi-fuel advantage, development of
redox-stable anode and cathode materials and new reaction mechanism is
another important issue for multi-fuel operation and long durability of SOFCs
in addition to the microstructure tailoring properties. Tao and Irvine [70] first
reported redox-stable perovskite oxide, La0.75Sr0.25Cr0.5Mn0.5O3, used for SOFC
anode achieved comparable performance compared to conventional Ni–YSZ
anode. In this case, it can overcome the SOFC Ni–YSZ anode instability to
affect long durability problem in the steam environment because the SOFC
operation produced water in the anode side. A new approach toward the SOFC
configuration can be achieved with the use of amphoteric semiconductor oxides,
where the same oxide will simultaneously serve the function of the cathode and
anode (Figure 1.24). The latter approach is widely termed symmetrical solid
oxide fuel cell (SSOFC). Some redox-stable oxides, La0.75Sr0.25Cr0.5Mn0.5O3d
(LSCM) [71, 72], (La,Sr)(Ti1−xFex)O3−d [73], and Sr2Fe1.5Mo0.5O6−d [26], have
been reported. In this case, no anode and cathode layers were constructed

Electrolyte

Fuel/H2

Oxidant/air

O2– O2– O2– O2–

+

–

Figure 1.24 The SOFC device constructed by the same electrode materials named as
symmetrical SOFC (SSOFC).
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physically by materials, but the side supplied by fuel (e.g. H2) or oxidant (air)
determines the anode or cathode functions.

Moving to the EFFC involves science beyond very much the existing fuel
cell technologies. In recent years, physical exploration of the underlying elec-
trochemistry of EFFCs has become a fundamental field in fuel cells. The new
scientific principles and fundamentals of EFFC are gradually established through
the physics of semiconductors, energy bands, and semiconductor junction
device technologies. The EFFC represent a disruptive fuel cell technology, which
differs from the incumbent fuel cell thinking, which sometimes causes criticism
toward this new technology. In this book, we shed new light on understanding
the electrolyte-free or non-electrolyte technologies.

Traditional fuel cells are built around three basic components, anode, elec-
trolyte and cathode, in which the electrolyte plays a key role for ionic transport
and separating electrodes to block the electrons passing through the electrolyte,
thus preventing the fuel cell of short-circuiting. A common doubt with EFFC or
single-layer device is that it may be electronically short-circuited. Also, a device
without a separate ionic electrolyte layer must possess a lower OCV and lower
power output compared to a fuel cell with an electrolyte. In this book, we pro-
vide evidence and background understanding that EFFC can actually reach high
OCVs and enhanced power output.

The fuel cell technology is, however, still subject to material and technology
challenges accompanied by high costs. New material systems with very much
enhanced ionic conductivity than those from the ionic designed system, e.g. YSZ
and SDC, has been proposed combining ionic and semiconducting materials or
semiconductors as in EFFC or deficit oxygen-defect oxides, which may achieve
high power density already at temperatures well below 600 ∘C, thus easing
the materials and device problems. To assist and promote the SOFC solutions
on challenges and commercialization, we contribute this book to give a new
solution to combine the conventional SOFC technological and engineering
excellence and its great advantages with new functions of the materials and
devices/technologies, to speed up SOFC commercialization in a new path
through.

1.5 Beyond the SOFC

The fuel cell development has a long history starting from the fuel cell inven-
tion in 1838. The base material of SOFC, YSZ, was discovered over 100 years
ago. Though many lessons can be learned from this arch of development, this
book intends to provide different ideas and new solutions beyond the existing
knowledge and raise a fundamental question: are there other ways to realize the
fuel cell or even not having to be the fuel cell as long as that device can realize
the fuel-to-electricity conversion? Could we learn from other fields of science
to bring new thinking into fuel cells? For example, the solar cell field is expe-
riencing a highly interesting phase of development from physical p–n junction
devices to electrochemical dye-sensitized and perovskite solar cells, which may
complement the traditional semiconductor p–n junction-based silicon solar cell
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in the future. Another example may be photoelectrolysis or splitting water with
photons, which were developed around the photoelectrochemical cell in the past,
but today photoelectrolysis using semiconductors and band structures can be
realized. Such new developments may also help fuel cells further (Figure 1.25),
where similarity is shown between the fuel cell and the photoelectrochemical
cells. Both are electrochemical cells. But today photoelectrolysis, semiconductor
heterostructure materials are employed, in which energy band and semiconduct-
ing physics play an important role as shown in Figure 1.26. The basic mecha-
nism and process of photocatalysis are focused on two strategies: (i) energy band
modification to broaden the light absorption and (ii) surface modification (sur-
face sensitization, semiconductor combinations, and noble metal deposition) to
increase the lifetime of the carrier. All in all, the suitable band structure is the
key for visible light harvesting and effective separation of the carrier of semicon-
ductor photocatalyst. In the same way, in novel EFFCs or SLFCs, what we need
is the same on charge creation, separation, transport, and reaction (“closing the
circuit”), which also requires suitable band alignment. Key charges are h+/e− on
electrodes and H+ as charge transporter. The same principle is also in EFFC.

Another good example from electrochemistry to employ very much today
semiconductor band and physics is lithium battery field, which has made this
field growing with a new hot area. Electrochemical performance and material
properties have been now described and understood very much from semicon-
ductor properties and band theories [75–77]. Figure 1.27 shows such an example
to understand lithium battery cathode (positive) materials from semiconductor
and Figure 1.28 for electrochemical cell described by band structure and physics.

The traditional electrolyte has served both as an ion conductor and as an
insulator against electrons preventing short-circuiting of a fuel cell. But the
short-circuiting problem could also be solved through energy band align-
ments and design, which have been successfully demonstrated in solar cells
and photoelectrolysis, thus paving the way for the single-component EFFC.
Semiconductor band and physics have made the conventional electrochemical
lithium battery understood by new aspects, which have to depend on the
scientific understanding and pushed the electrochemical crosslink to physics
and semiconductors. Perhaps we need to look forward more openly and envision
a wider range of energy applications from the new science discoveries working
across the different disciplines of materials, technology, engineering, physics,
and chemistry. This is a cross-thinking and philosophy beyond the fuel cell to
stimulate more innovations and creations not only for future fuel cell research
and development but also widely to support new advanced energy applications.
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